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There was another fixed idea in the mind of Herr von
Menzel, who in many ways was highly reasonable
He did not admit that Germany had been defeated in the
field of war He spoke always of * the unbeaten German
Army ', and of "our heroic troops who were invincible"
"We were stabbed in the back, he said, 'by cowardly
and panic stricken politicians, weakened by defeatism and
afraid of revolution The people themselves—the people
behind the lines—were enfeebled by hunger, and still more
by the propaganda of Marxists and pacifists and enemies of
the Fatherland It was they, these weak kneed scoundrels
like Scheidemann and Ebert, who surrendered and betrayed
the Kaiser and the German nation and the glorious German
Army Doubtless you will agree to that, mon cher capttatne *
It is, after all, beyond any doubt "
Armand Gafcfcres was unable to agree He had not seen
the last phase of the war, having been taken prisoner, but he
had heard from many French ofEcers of the broken morale of
the German troops and the breakdown of their war machine
They had surrendered in droves They had been incapable
of holding a line for more than rearguard actions by machine-
gun fir.e They had exhausted their reserves, and they knew
that however many Frenchmen and Englishmen they might
till in the last ditches of a desperate defence, another nation
*n arms—the Americans—fresh ardent, innumerable, mar*
vellously equipped, with inexhaustible supplies—were ready
and beginning to attack For a hundred kilometres on the
way to the Rhine the roads were littered with the wreckage
of the German war machine The English had hammere4
them out of Belgium, out of Cambrai, and across the Hinder
burg line—everywhere They were defeated
"The German Army in the field," said Herr von Menzel,
"never lost a single battle That is a record emblazoned for
£ver ux the world s chronicles *
Very welll   It was no use aiguing on that point    On
matters he was more reasonable, though traditional

